PRESS RELEASE

COVID-19 – Schools sign up for free access to online math
distance learning resource
To support schools through the current COVID-19 closures, global provider of primary
math learning content, Matific is offering all schools 60 days complimentary access.
Used worldwide by schools, Matific’s Common Core Standards aligned activities,
worksheets and word problems, make it an ideal resource for distance learning. It
combines gamified activities with a rigorous pedagogy ensuring students are kept
engaged, whether at school or at home.
Matific is currently used in more than 45 countries and translated into over 30
languages, is aligned to each country’s standards and designed to ensure that all
students

develop

a

deep

understanding

of

each

mathematical

concept

before

automatically moving on to the next; enabling independent learning.
To make math relevant to everyday situations and to develop a love of math, Matific
presents students with various real-world problem-solving tasks that require the
application of skills, until their learning is secure. Teachers can easily assign activities,
assess results with the live and comprehensive reporting system, and email progress
reports home to parents.
Implementation is easy. Schools wanting to take up this complimentary access, simply
click here.
Early childhood teacher, Brent Hughes, at Matific, said: “At the current time schools
need high quality curriculum aligned learning material that their students can carry out
at home. The Matific learning activities are designed to be fun, to encourage children to
engage with tasks that have carefully designed learning objectives. Depending on each
child’s approach to a question they are either presented with another question at the
same level of development or progress forward in their learning pathway. This is the
ideal level of independent learning needed by schools and parents during this
unprecedented time.”
For more information on the 60 day free access, please register here.
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Supporting information
About Matific
Matific was developed by math educators and experts in a problem-solving approach to
math mastery; aligned to the primary/elementary math curriculum. Matific produces
award-winning interactive online mini-games, or episodes, to reinforce the mathematical
concepts taught by primary school teachers. Matific’s mission is to proliferate highquality math education worldwide, empower teachers and parents, make math
intriguing, and open the gates to scientific thinking. Matific has hundreds of thousands of
users worldwide, with 2.5 million episodes played each month. For more information,
visit Matific.com.
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